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ZONES OF EXTENSION AND RIFTING ON VENUS: CHARACTERISTICS AND 
DISTRIBUTION, D. A. Senske and J. W. Head. Department of Geological Sciences, Box 1846, Brown 
University, Providence, RI 02912. 

Introduction. The surface of Venus is characterized by a variety of tectonic structures ranging from mountain 
belts (Aha  and Freyja Montes) and ridge belts which are interpreted to be compressional in origin (1,2) to deep 
valleys containing fault swps  associated with extension and normal faulting forming rifts @evana Chasma, Ganis 
Chasma, Guor Linea) (3,4,5,6). Studies of the Venus equatorial region kom Pioneer Venus data have identified a 
network of tectonic zones which on the basis of the presence of linear topographic troughs have been interpreted to 
be primarily extensional in origin (7,8). The low resolution of these data, however, prevented a detailed analysis of 
the geologic characteristics of the features. Radar image and altimetry data recently obtained from the Magellan 
spacecraft show these belts of deformation to contain abundant faults and scarps and are interpreted to be rifts; a 
number of which are arrayed in spoke-like patterns h m  regional volcanic rises (5,7,8). In order to better assess the 
sigmficance of rifting to global tectonism on Venus, we examine the characteristics and global distribution of zones 
of extension and look at the relation between rifting and volcanism. 

Characteristics and Distribution of Zones of Rifting, Rifts and extensional zones on Venus lie 
almost exclusively within the equatorial region of the planet, extending eastward h m  Aphrodite Terra to Beta Regio 
and southeast from Atla Regio to Themis Regio (Fig. 1) and correspond to areas previously identified as zones of 
lithospheric weakness (7). On the basis of map patterns and topographic characteristics we idennfy three classes of 
extensional zones (Fig. 1). Simple riftS are made up of single, continuous, linear troughs with lengths of 1000's of 
km and widths of 60- to 200-lan, are bound by steep scarps and reach depths of 1- to 4-km with faulting restricted 
primarily within the trough. The outer flanks of the rifts are typically elevated and may reach as much as 2.0 km 
above the surrounding plains (Fig. 24. Simple rifts are found associated with regional topographic rises (Beta, Atla, 
Western Eistla, and Imdr Regiones) often farming patterns radial to large edifices (e.g. Theia Mons and Ozza Mons). 
Volcanism is concentrated at the edifices and at isolated locations on the rift flanks with the troughs being generally 
free of volcanism. Corona chains @ali Chasma, Hecate Chasma, and Parga Chasma) (Fig. 1) range form 500- to 
over 1000-km in width, are made up of coronae (diameters of 200 to 600 km) connected by zones of fracturing and 
faulting, and are surrounded by interconnected arcuate troughs which are bound by major scarps (Fig. 2b). In a 
number of areas volcanism is localized around the rim of the coronae (lava flow lengths of 50- to 100-km) and like 
the simple rifts, these deposits do not provide significant infilling of the rift valleys. Located along the rim of 
several coronae are arch-like ridges interpreted to be compressional. This class of features is found exclusively 
within the plains where they link the volcanic rises to each other and connect the large region of tessera at Aphrodite 
(8) to the volcanic center at Atla Regio (5). Fracture b e l ~  (Fig. 1) are made up of discontinuous, often irregular 
arrays of troughs and are dominated by abundant radar-bright lineaments interpreted to be fractures. The troughs are 
typically shallower than those associated with the other rifts, reaching depths of slightly more than 1.0 km (Fig. 2c). 
These deformational zones are found in two main occurrences, 1) along the southern flanks of Aphrodite Terra and 
Lada Terra and 2) as relatively isolated features within the plains (Anio Planitia and northem Sedna Planitia). 

Inter~retations, The distribution of extensional features shows areas of simple rifting to lie mainly on 
regional volcanic rises, sites interpreted to be associated with mantle upwelling (5,10,11). Localiy, rifting and 
volcanism at large edifices in Beta Regio and Atla Regio appears to be contemporaneous with volcanic deposits both 
filling the rift and cut by faulting (5). The timing between regional topographic uplift and rifting is less clear and is 
being investigated further. The tectonic zones associated with corona chains are regionally the most pervasive of the 
extensional belts (lengths of 2500 to 8000 km). Formational mechanisms for coronae suggest that they are 
associated with the diapiric rise of hot mantle material (12). The presence of widespread normal faulting connecting 
the coronae suggests that the chains may represent upwelling along regional zones of extension. The longest 
fracture belt lies along the southern edge of Aphrodite Terra. This association suggests a possible formational 
mechanism related to slope failure and gravity sliding. The association between rifting and large-scale volcanism is 
restricted mainly to topographic rises where rifts converge at large edifices and along the periphery of coronae. We 
are continuing to investigate the relation between volcanism and rifting along with assessing the amount of 
extension that has occurred. 
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Figure 1. Global Venus Global Topography 
distribution of zones interpreted 
to be extensional in origin. 
The greatest concentration of 
rifts extends for approximately 
24,000 km eastward from 
Aphrodite Terra to Beta Regio. 
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Figure 2. Topographic 
profiles across (a) simple rift 
(southern Devana Chasma), (b) 
corona chain (Dali Chasma), 
and (c) fracture belt (southern 
Aphrodite Terra). Zones 
between the &ws correspond 
to the areas of the most intense 
deformation. 
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